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Keith has died twelve times.After making a deal with a mysterious immortal, he was sent to a

new world in hopes of gaining the offered reward - a chance at a better life with his family.

However, Keith failed to realize that this deal did not come with an expiration date, no matter

how many times he died.After dying for the dozenth time, Keith renegotiates with the immortal.

This new deal will see him sent to the world of Raiah - a world filled with monsters, cowardly

monkeys, and a system of magic very similar to the fantasy roleplaying games his brother used

to enjoy.Completing a quest to hunt the most dangerous monsters on the planet, is the price

Keith will need to pay to regain his old life. It’s a good thing that all of his experiences in his

previous lives translate to Skills in this new one because if Keith fails this time, the price he will

need to pay will be far steeper.We Hunt Monsters is a crunchy LitRPG in an epic fantasy

setting. Fans of Dakota Krout, Will Wight, and the Monster Hunter games will enjoy this new

series by the bestselling author of the Rise to Omniscience and Buryoku series.
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9404142434445464748495051EpilogueAfterwordPrologueKeith spun his naginata around in a

sweeping blow, the blade glittering red in the moonlight. It easily slid through his opponent’s

defenses, slicing through the man’s neck and sending yet another unfortunate soul to the

afterlife.He slid his armored hand up the shaft of the weapon, slashing to the side and cutting

deep into another’s neck. He could feel the grinding of bone as the blade sank deep but didn’t

allow himself even a moment to stand still and feel satisfied. It would be foolish to do when

enemies surrounded him on all sides and the emperor’s life was on the line.“To me!” the

emperor shouted from his mounted position near the center of the battle. “We won’t let Shi’na

and his dogs take our homes so easily!”Keith whirled, throwing the long pole of his weapon up

in a block, catching the blade racing for his face. It was almost laughably easy with the decades

of experience he had with wielding this weapon. Despite his advanced years, these youngsters

didn’t stand a chance.His armored foot came up, slamming into the chest of the unfortunate

samurai who’d thought he could attack Keith while his back was turned. There was a low grunt

as the man was thrown off his feet, landing hard on the muddy, blood-soaked ground,

stunned.Keith didn’t need to finish the man off though, as another of his comrades darted in,

his sword slicing down and neatly relieving the man of his head.“Shan! To me!”Shan, Keith

thought, letting out a mental sigh as he ran to the emperor’s side.He had been given that name

upon being transported into this world nearly fifty years ago. He’d always hated it. He looked

like the foreigner he was, so why couldn’t he have kept his name?A man tried to get in his way,

but Keith bowled straight through him, crushing his skull underfoot and sliding past a falling

horse to reach the emperor.The man was young, having recently come into power after his

father – one of Keith’s dearest friends – had been killed by assassins sent by Shi’na, the

daimyo they were now fighting.“How are you holding up, my friend?” the emperor asked,

removing his helm and revealing a sweat-streaked face lined with blood.“As well as can be

expected,” Keith said, ignoring the aches and pains collected on this campaign.It had been

months since he’d been home, and he dearly missed his bed. He was getting far too old for

wars like this, and yet, he was so close.Just another few battles before I can-“Look out!”The

shout came from behind as a loud whistling sounded. With battle instincts honed over decades,

Keith lunged, slamming his shoulder into the horse’s ribs. The plates of his armor would

definitely hurt the beast, but he’d killed more horses than he could count.The horse screamed,

stumbling back and rearing up. The emperor was tossed off, and the flaming boulder smashed

into their ranks.Keith dropped to his stomach, managing to get hit only by a few stray shards,

one of which hit him so hard that it cracked a rib. Screams sounded all around him as the old

war veteran pulled himself to his feet, his head ringing and side on fire.All around him lay

crushed and burned bodies, screaming soldiers with missing limbs and the lucky few who’d

managed to remain unscathed. Keith looked around blearily, finally spotting the emperor, lying

on the ground a few feet away.He rushed over, seeing that his actions had managed to save

the man’s life, though he seemed to have broken his leg in the fall. The horse lay a few feet

away, its skull having been crushed by a chunk of debris thrown up by the flaming

projectile.“How the mighty have fallen!”Keith turned, cursing under his breath as a figure

dressed in gleaming red armor strode through the center of the carnage.“Shi’na, you dog,” the

emperor yelled from the ground. “It’s just like you to attack, despite the fact that your own men

would be caught in the blast.”“A small price to pay,” Shi’na said, his voice sounding pleased



from behind his men-yoroi mask, “for a chance to kill a brat who does not know his place.”“You

seem quite confident,” Keith said, raising his naginata. “What makes you think you can get

through to the emperor before reinforcements arrive?”“Numbers and strategy,” Shi’na said, then

gestured.Seven warriors dressed in red armor, signifying his honor guard, charged in from the

surroundings, all heading for the emperor.This better be the last freaking test, Keith thought as

he sprang into action. He knew it would take perhaps a minute for the emperor to be found by

his forces, so all he had to do was hold out for sixty seconds at a seven-to-one disadvantage. It

was hardly a fair fight – for them, that was.Keith’s naginata turned into a glittering whirl of

death, parrying two katanas and slicing an arrow out of the air. He stepped over the emperor,

stabbing out and catching one of the attackers in the shoulder. Their armor was tougher than

the average, so he failed to sever the limb.Ripping it free, Keith kicked out, catching an enemy

fighter in the knee, then swept the heavy steel ball at the other end of his staff into another

one’s helmet. He felt the satisfying feedback travel through his arm as he killed the man but

was forced to step back to parry another blade.“One old man will not stand between me and

the last emperor,” Shi’na snarled as his men failed to budge Keith from where he stood.The

daimyo drew his blade and charged, apparently intending to join the battle himself. Keith spun

and whirled with the weapon, becoming one with the blade. He cut two more down, then kicked

out another’s knee, slamming the blade down into his throat.The others backed off, apparently

afraid of him – and who could blame them?“Shan, avenge my father,” the emperor ordered. “Kill

that dog!”“With pleasure,” Keith said, then lunged at the man.Shi’na was an accomplished

swordsman – one of the best in the empire, in fact – but he couldn’t stand up to Keith, who had

decades of experience on the battlefield. Being good in a duel of honor was one thing. Having

success on a battlefield was quite another.Shi’na dove into a series of slashes, his sword

glittering as light danced off the blade. Keith took a single step forward and kicked him between

his legs with all his strength. The man collapsed to the ground with a high-pitched yelp, and

Keith proceeded to jam his blade down the man’s throat.“Shan!” the emperor yelled.Keith

whirled at the sound of the warning, seeing another of Shi’na’s guards practically on top of him,

blade poised above his head. Keith tugged on his blade, intending to pull up for a block, but it

remained stuck in the dead man’s face.Cursing, Keith threw an arm up as the blade came

down. Agony flashed through him as the katana cleaved cleanly through his arm and headed

straight for his face.Keith saw death approaching and had only one thing to say.“Poop.”A world

of darkness greeted Keith as he opened his eyes. He let out a sigh. He wanted to be angry, to

yell and scream. He had been so close to making it free of that world, and he had died thanks

to a blade getting stuck in an enemy’s corpse.“I believe that makes eight deaths due to a

bladed weapon. You really should stop using those.”Keith let out an internal sigh, then willed

himself to rotate. He didn’t have a physical form here, but seeing as how he had found himself

in this place a total of twelve times now, he was well-versed in how this void behaved.A man

came into view as Keith turned, though ‘man’ was a bit of a misnomer. Keith actually wasn’t

sure what this being was, as it had always remained behind its mask. It was colored black and

white, evenly split down the middle with a smiling face on the white side and a sad face on the

black.Raven-colored hair rose in spikes above the mask, while the rest of the creature was

cloaked in a blue pinstriped suit. Black gloves covered his hands, and shiny black boots

covered his feet. Keith assumed they were a man, due to their masculine voice. But he could

just as easily be something completely different under there and was simply using a man’s

voice to throw him off.“You know, I would almost think you’d planned that to happen,” Keith said,

his tone accusatory.“Why, whatever do you mean?” The Trickster asked, affecting a tone that

implied surprise.There was a reason Keith had begun calling this being The Trickster in his



mind. The fact that he couldn’t be trusted was foremost among them.“I’m a single battle away

from winning and completing our bargain, yet somehow I end up dead.”“I can hardly be blamed

for a faulty weapon,” The Trickster said with a shrug.Keith blew out a breath, feeling his

annoyance climbing.“Then why is it that I keep ending up in worlds that use predominantly

bladed weapons?” He retorted.“You could always use a long-range weapon, like a bow or

sling,” The Trickster offered.“I’ve already tried that and still ended up here,” Keith said, feeling

the fight go out of him.“You were the one who agreed to the deal,” The Trickster said,

amusement clear in his voice. “I have your contract right here.”Keith stared at the piece of

parchment, the one with his name scrawled on the bottom in uneven lettering. The deal was

supposed to be a simple one. Keith would be taken to another world. If he lasted a certain

amount of time, he would be returned home, his family would be removed from poverty and

have good, happy lives.At the time, he’d believed he was doing what was best for his two

brothers. Their parents had both been killed in an accident several years before, and he’d been

struggling to make ends meet. Then this creature had appeared to him with an extremely

enticing offer.What Keith hadn’t realized was that the deal would never end. After dying on the

first world, he’d thought that was it. However, when he’d reappeared here, he had learned the

truth. Until he fulfilled his contract, he would never die. Instead, he would be reborn over and

over again, forced to challenge new worlds in hopes of meeting their goal.How long had it been

since he’d made that deal with this creature? Four, maybe five hundred years? His shortest life

had been on the second world – a stone-age planet that was scorching at the best of times.

He’d only lasted eight years before dying by way of a fist-sized stone to the skull.This last world

was a version of his home planet, Earth, in its Edo period Japan. There had been several

differences, he was sure, though Keith hadn’t known much about 1600s Japan back when he’d

been on Earth, so he wouldn’t be able to point them out.“Why so glum?” The Trickster asked as

the parchment rolled back up before it was tucked away inside his suit.“Because I lived on that

world for over fifty years,” Keith retorted. “I had friends there. Family. A home. Now I’ll never be

able to go back.”This was also one of the hardest parts about constantly being reborn. He’d

tried maintaining distance at first, just as he did on every world, but time and loneliness had

worn him down.“You already have a family,” The Trickster said, pulling a picture of his two

brothers from his pocket. “Or have you forgotten what you’re fighting for?”“I haven’t forgotten,”

Keith replied, his voice cold. “It’s just been so long since I’ve last seen them.”He paused for a

moment, thinking.“I would like to renegotiate our deal,” he finally said.“Oh?” The Trickster

asked. “Do tell.”“I want this next world to be my last,” Keith replied.He’d tried this several times,

and it had failed every time he’d brought it up.“Very well,” The Trickster said.“You’re a real piece

of-! Wait, what?” Keith asked, coming up short.“You’ve provided me with endless entertainment

over the last four-hundred-and-twelve years,” The Trickster said. “I’m willing to renegotiate our

deal, but only under my conditions.”Keith nodded carefully, though he already suspected he

would be getting a terrible deal.“I crank up the difficulty to the maximum in this next world. If

you succeed, I will revive your parents and return you to your world at the moment from which I

first plucked you. However, if you die, you will remain as my servant forever. But, seeing as I am

benevolent, your siblings will still have happy and comfortable lives, regardless of whether

you’re there or not.”“What’s the catch?” Keith asked, thinking that this deal was too good to be

true.“No catch,” The Trickster said, removing a contract from his suit and opening it with an

exaggerated flourish. “Just sign on the dotted line, and our new pact will be sealed.”Keith

snatched the parchment from the creature’s hands and read it carefully. He had been tricked

once and would not fall for something else. However, after scanning it several times, Keith

could see no way to misinterpret the contract.“I can agree to your terms,” Keith said. “But, only



on one condition.”“Is that so?” The Trickster asked. “Is my offer not good enough?”“I want a

guide in this new world,” Keith said. “If the difficulty will be at the maximum level, I need

someone who will help me navigate.”“Done,” The Trickster said, adding it to the contract with a

flourish.After examining the document several more times, Keith finally signed it, feeling as

though a great weight had suddenly settled on his shoulders.After centuries, he was getting a

chance to not only give his siblings a good life but to revive his dead parents. He was not going

to mess this up, regardless of the difficulty. Keith had amassed a vast amount of experience in

his previous lives. He just hoped it would be useful in the world in which he was placed.“Good

luck,” The Trickster said, bowing at the waist. “You’re going to need it.”Before Keith could say

anything else, The Trickster vanished, and the world around him went completely

black.1Welcome to Raiah…The world of darkness vanished as a message in bright green

lettering scrolled across his view. Keith was momentarily confused. This had never happened

before. Normally, the Trickster would leave, the area around him would go dark, and then he

would find himself in the new world.Just what sort of world is he sending me to? Keith thought

as the message vanished.However, more words soon appeared, the same green letters

scrolling across his vision and giving him more details. At the same time, a feminine voice with

a hint of a European accent echoed in his mind, speaking the words as he read them.This

world is governed by the ARK system, a state-of-the-art intelligence that will create contracts,

jobs, quests, items, and much more. Pay attention to all messages that ARK provides, as they

will determine your experience in this world.The message disappeared as soon as he finished

reading it, and a new one appeared in its place. This time, though, it was only a single

word.Initializing…Keith watched the small dots flowing across his vision, already knowing that

he wasn’t going to have an easy time in Raiah.A videogame world, Keith thought with a

groan.He had never been into videogames – he’d never had the time – but his youngest

brother, Jack, had. He’d have to listen to Jack blabbing about this or that, so he was familiar

enough with the idea that he knew what it would be like. However, the amount of knowledge he

had would give him just enough to think he understood.Keith would’ve rathered gone to a world

where he knew nothing. This way, he wouldn’t be thrown off when something unexpected

happened. From previous experience, he knew that knowing just a little bit about a subject was

a dangerous thing. He just hoped he’d be able to fight his instincts and take everything with a

grain of salt.Color blinded him as the green text vanished, effectively snapping him from his

thoughts, the world coming into focus as though through the lens of a camera.However, unlike

a simple lens, the sensation attacked all of his senses at once. Cold air rushed into his lungs

as it washed over his skin, sending a chill down his spine. Looking down, he saw a smooth

hand, one covered by a rough cotton shirt, stopping just before his elbow.He extended both

arms, stretching this way and that, enjoying the feeling of being in a youthful body once more.

Even as he stretched, he examined his surroundings.The ground underfoot was rocky, with a

few sparse blades of grass poking through the rough soil. A slope fell off to one side, turning in

a series of jagged peaks and valleys before flattening out some hundred yards below. Turning,

Keith looked up, seeing the mountain continuing to rise, where it disappeared from sight as it

met the sky, which was a clear blue, with spots of drifting white dotting its surface, and a bright

orb shining high. Before and behind, a winding path stretched, disappearing around a bend

and showing several more mountains.Keith stretched backward, taking stock of his situation.

He was on the side of a mountain. It was cold, but not cold enough to be winter. By his

estimate, it was perhaps a week or two away. It was currently just past noon, which meant he

would have about five hours before it was too dark to travel.The first thing to do would be to

find a way off the mountain and make some sort of shelter for the night, he thought. Once he



did that, he could search for a source of running water. His mind whirled, thinking of all the next

steps that would benefit him.Keith almost jumped when text flowed across his left eye, and the

same female voice spoke directly into his mind. He’d almost forgotten that this was a game

world.You have successfully spawned into your new body. To see your status and hear

explanations, simply think the word ‘status.’Keith wasn’t going to ignore a message from the

system – it had very clearly told him not to – so he did as he was told and thought ‘status.’

However, almost as soon as he did, a message flashed across his vision, followed by another,

and another, and another.You have learned the skill: Swords…You have learned the skill:

Daggers…You have learned the skill: Polearms…You have learned the skill…Keith stared as

the text formed and vanished almost faster than he could read. Finally, after about the fiftieth

message, everything disappeared, leaving him with a view of the barren mountainside once

more. For several moments, he wondered if the system in this world might be faulty before a

new message scrolled across his left eye.The skills one has gathered in their previous lives are

automatically transferred over with you when entering this world. Seeing as how you’ve

managed to gather a lot of them, they have been condensed into single skills.Please see your

status…There was a point in the message that appeared in bold lettering, making Keith

wonder if he’d somehow aggravated the system. However, his status finally appeared as the

message vanished, and he was eager to see what this world would give him at his starting

point.StatusName: KeithRace: HumanClass: NoneLevel: 1XP: 0/100HP: 80/80MP: 0/0STA:

110/110StatsStrength - 10Vitality - 8Endurance - 11Agility - 9Intelligence - 0Wisdom - 12Luck -

5SkillsPassiveBladed Mastery: Advanced - IXRanged Mastery: Intermediate - IVMartial Arts:

Master - VPeak Health: Advanced - VIIITactician: Advanced - IVQuick Learner: Advanced -

VRanger: Advanced - IIPunisher: Master - IDiscerning Eye: Advanced -

VIIIActiveNoneEquipped ItemsArmorWool ShirtWool PantsCloth ShoesWeaponsNoneHe

carefully read the status over, noting each part of his status. The first section of his status was

pretty self-explanatory, though there were a few interesting points to see. The fact that the

status listed his race likely meant that there were other sentient races on this world, something

he had yet to come across in his many lifetimes.He was at level one, which was to be

expected. He assumed there were ways to gain experience, or XP as the status called it, by

doing quests and completing other such tasks. The only thing he wanted was an explanation

on was the ‘class’ tab. He concentrated on it, and new text replaced his status to answer his

question.Class: A class can only be bestowed in one of two ways, either by a class trainer or

from a class book. Choosing a class is extremely important, as it will determine the path you

take in Raiah. More on classes will be explained when a class trainer or book is found.The

message vanished when he finished reading, leaving Keith to examine the next part of his

status. Here, he wanted a better understanding of what his stats did, so he pulled up the

explanation.HP: Your total health points are very important. If your HP goes to zero, you die.

Health regeneration depends on level.Pretty simple but to the point, Keith thought, moving on

to the next.MP: Your total mana points determine how much magic you can use. It’s completely

useless unless you get a class that uses magic.Keith minded having zero MP a lot less now.

He wasn’t really the magic type anyway. His experience always lay in physical combat, and

although he hadn’t been in a world that relied on this form of magic before, he had been in

worlds that used other types. In one world, the citizens had grown their power through the

martial arts, while another channeled power through runes.He had stuck with the physical

route through it all and was planning on staying that way.STA: Your total stamina determines

how long you can keep going. Run out of this, and you’ll fall flat on your face. Stamina

regeneration depends on level.Okay, Keith thought. Much more important to make sure this



stays high.If he ran out of stamina in the middle of a fight, it would mean his end.Stats: There

are seven total stats that determine your overall strength. Each number gives you a quantified

value, showing how proficient you are in each. Each level will give you five stat points to

allocate. Make these choices carefully, as they will determine your future growth.Strength:

Determines physical strength. If you’re not strong, you can’t lift heavy things.Vitality: This

determines your total HP. Every point gives you ten health.Endurance: This determines your

total STA. Every point gives you ten to your stamina.Agility: Determines quickness and

dexterity. If you’re not fast, things can hit you more easily.Intelligence: This doesn’t determine

actual intelligence. It just determines total MP. Every point gives you ten MP. This stat will only

be unlocked upon receiving an appropriate Class.Wisdom: This doesn’t determine actual

wisdom. It just determines how fast and how capably you learn.Luck: Pretty self-explanatory…

Keith wasn’t sure what a good stat was, but from what he could see, there were a few things

that would be important for him to raise. Strength was at the top, followed closely by agility. He

was assuming his health could be bolstered if he wore armor, but that would need to come

later.He was about to read a bit further down the list when another message superimposed

itself above his status.Quest: A World to Conquer has been accepted.Quest Available:

CivilizationIt’s quite cold on the side of this mountain, isn’t it? You’ll probably want to reach

somewhere warm before dark.Difficulty: CRewards: 50 XP, 5 bronze coinsTime Remaining: 5

hoursThis quest had been automatically acceptedOkay… Keith thought as the message

vanished, along with his status.It seemed that he didn’t have a choice but to take this quest. He

decided he could check out the rest of his status later, as the quest had a timer, and he didn’t

want to fail the first one. So, he began to walk, heading east down the mountain path.2As he

walked, Keith noticed two small bars appear in the corner of his vision – a green and a yellow

one. The yellow seemed to be twitching, emptying a tiny drop before immediately refilling. He

took this to mean that he was in good enough shape that his stamina would basically remain at

the maximum so long as he stayed at a walk.He decided to speed up a bit to test how fast he

could run before his stamina really began to run out. At a light jog, it began slowly ticking down,

the process speeding up as he did. When at a flat run, Keith estimated he could maintain for

about half a minute before he completely ran out.That’s odd, he thought as he slowed to a

walk. He knew he should be able to run faster than this – he had in the previous world, even as

an old man. It took him a couple of minutes to figure it out, and when he did, he felt like

smacking himself.His agility wasn’t high enough to support his full speed. He would need to do

more tests to see what his limits were in his new body, as well as note the changes as he grew

in level. He paid attention to how quickly his stamina regenerated as he slowed to a normal

walk.About one per second.If he completely emptied his stamina, it would currently take 110

seconds to fully restore, thanks to his endurance of eleven.As he went on, the trail began to

thin, being overtaken by bigger stones that soon turned to boulders. However, he found that he

had no trouble picking out the correct path, his mind somehow always pointing it out as he

went. He was a bit puzzled by this, until he remembered the list of skills he’d been given upon

entering this world.He wondered if there was a way to view skills while walking, and as though

answering his unspoken question, his skills appeared once more. Only this time, they were

translucent so he could read and view the path ahead at the same time.Skills: Skills are divided

into two categories, passive and active.Passive skills: Skills that are always in effect and do not

require any additional cost.Active skills: Skills that require a cost of stamina or mana to

activate.Passive skills can be learned by performing certain actions, from Skill Books, or

through a trainer. Active skills can only be learned through Skill Books or through a trainer.

They cannot be learned by oneself.Skills are automatically relearned upon entering the world,



matching your previous level of skill. This is why skills were awarded upon entry to the

world.Skills level up as you use them, and more advanced versions of the skill become

available as you move through the ranks. In order, these ranks are Novice, Beginner,

Intermediate, Advanced, Master, Grandmaster, and Sage. Only those at the level of Master and

above can teach their skills to others.Each rank contains ten levels, after which you advance to

the next rank in the skill. The higher-ranked a skill is, the better it will be.This explanation was a

bit more thorough than the last, but Keith was happy, as he thought he understood. What he

was really curious about was how his learned skills stacked up to others who were already

living in this world. He’d scanned through the skills earlier, and now understood that he had

several high-level skills already, likely due to the hundreds of years of experience he’d racked

up over his dozen lifetimes.Since he could travel and read at the same time, Keith decided to

pull up his skills and see their descriptions.Bladed MasteryLevel: Advanced - IXAll bladed

weapons up to legendary rarity can be wielded regardless of restriction or condition.+175%

Damage, +150% Accuracy, +100% Armor piecing, +350% CriticalKeith felt a pang in his chest

as he read over the first skill’s description. He might not have known a lot about games, but he

knew enough about basic math to know that this skill would give him an overwhelming

advantage with bladed weapons. It was a shame that he would absolutely refuse to use one in

this world.Eight of his last twelve deaths were caused by a bladed weapon. He wasn’t about to

tempt fate for a ninth time. He pulled up the next skill, knowing that it would be good and

already regretting his decision to forgo weapons.Ranged MasteryLevel: Intermediate - IVAll

ranged weapons up to epic rarity can be wielded, regardless of restriction or condition.+145%

Damage, +125% Accuracy, +80% Armor piercing, +290% CriticalKeith went straight to the

next skill, excited about this one.Martial ArtsLevel: Master - VYou are a master of unarmed

combat. You don’t need weapons to fight. As a Master in this skill, active skills may become

available to you.+200% Damage, +170% Accuracy, +110% Armor piercing, +415% Critical*You

may teach this skill to othersKeith grinned.Now that’s more like it!Finally, a skill that would

come in handy, and thankfully, it was the one he actually cared about. Fighting unarmed would

assure he could never be killed by getting a blade stuck or missing a shot with a bow or sling.

Sure, it carried greater risk, but so long as he was careful, he should be able to thrive.He went

through his other skills, feeling excited that he seemed to have such a large advantage right at

the start.Peak HealthLevel: Advanced - VIIIYou are at peak physical health. Mana, stamina and

health will regenerate at a faster pace. You will recover from wounds faster and will take less

damage while in battle.+50% Increased HP, MP & STA regen, +100% Recovery speed, -35%

DamageTacticianLevel: Advanced - IVYou have a discerning mind toward combat, as well as in

everyday life. You can spot deception, plan a battle, and cannot be tricked by anyone below

your own skill level.Quick LearnerLevel: Advanced - VYou have a keen mind for learning and

understanding the way of the world.+75% Chance to learn new skills, +50% Growth to all

skillsRangerLevel: Advanced - IIYou have ranged far and wide. You can track, hunt, forest,

climb, and swing. Any rough terrain is no match for you.+200% Chance to find hidden trails,

+50% Movement speed in rough terrainPunisherLevel: Master - IYou were never one to allow

your enemies to escape. You punish all with brutal efficiency. All of your blows strike twice as

hard. As a Master in this skill, active skills may become available to you.+100% Critical, +100%

Damage if struck first*You may teach this skill to othersDiscerning EyeLevel: Advanced -

VIIIYou can analyze your surroundings, identifying anything below level 75 at a glance. You can

spot hidden treasures that others might miss, and you can identify the value of items.Keith let

out a breath, thinking over everything he had just read. He didn’t know this for certain, but it

seemed that his centuries of experience had put him far ahead of the curve. Of course, he was



still at level one, so something more powerful could probably squash him, but so long as he

was careful and gained enough levels, he should be strong enough to beat this world’s

objective.Speaking of…Keith pulled up his open quests. He did this in the same way he’d pull

up his status. Before he looked at his quests though, he read through the explanation.Quests:

Quests are generated in many ways, but in simple terms, a quest is a contract. Complete the

objectives set out, and you will be rewarded.Quests range in difficulty, and the more difficult the

quest, the higher the reward. In order, the difficulty levels are C, B, A, S, SS, SSS and

World.That was simple enough. Keith navigated down to his open quests and read the first one

that had been automatically accepted.A World to ConquerBeing a conqueror isn’t easy. Too

bad you have no choice. There are five continents on Raiah. You must challenge and defeat

the World Monster on each continent.Difficulty: WorldCurrent Objective: Defeat Orne Skull-

stomper, Elder Troll of HumaniaCurrent Reward: 100,000 XP, 1 world item, 5 legendary

monster pieces, 3 large gold barsProgress: 0/5 DefeatedKeith gaped, not only at the sheer

difficulty of the quest but at the reward for completing a fifth of it. And to think that he had to

complete the entire quest in order to fulfill his contract. The Trickster wasn’t kidding when he

said he’d be turning up the difficulty, Keith thought sourly.Still, he would make the best of what

he had, and seeing as two more unknowns popped up as he’d been reading, he decided to pull

them up.Currency: The currency in Raiah is simple. Bronze coins, silver coins, small gold bars

and large gold bars. 100 bronze coins go into a silver, 100 silver into a small gold, 10 small

gold into a large.Items: Items can fall into several categories, including weapons, armor,

crafting materials, and ores.In order of rarity, these are: Common, uncommon, rare, epic,

legendary, and world.Once more, no further information was available, and this time, Keith

wished there was. He wanted to know more about items, seeing as he definitely needed some

armor. Well, sturdier than what he was currently wearing.He was about to pull up his ‘items’ tab

when his eyes locked onto a set of peculiar prints in the ground. They shone a bright purple,

despite the sunlight beaming down from above, and judging by the imprints near the toes, this

would be some sort of predator.Lifting his eyes, Keith could see the tracks heading deeper into

the mountain, and seeing as that was where he was currently headed, he had a bad feeling

that he would be running into trouble soon.3“How did I know I’d be right?” Keith muttered to

himself as he pressed his back flat against the boulder.He was currently trying his very best

not to be noticed by the mouth of fur and claws just a few feet away. He’d really been hoping

that he could avoid running into this monster. He had debated turning back, but he’d already

traveled over two hours in this direction, and with no other way down the mountain, he would

most assuredly fail his first quest.Keith peered around the side of the boulder, looking down the

small slope between him and the hairy creature. He wasn’t quite sure what it was, as he had

never seen anything like it. It stood on four thick and muscular legs, and its body was covered

in shaggy brown fur. It must have been around five feet at the shoulder, with a pair of small

black eyes and snout poking from a squished-looking face.However, the long black talons and

gleaming teeth as the creature snuffled gave him more than enough reason to stay away.

Thankfully, this creature seemed to be busy with something stuck up in one of the few trees

near the bottom of the hill, meaning that Keith had a pretty good chance of sneaking by.The

monster let out a snuffling roar, then rose up on two legs and clawed at the bark. Keith took a

deep breath, then leaped from cover, dashing behind another boulder.“Hey, watch it!”Keith

froze upon hearing that voice. It was loud, shrill, and filled with terror. He quickly peered around

the boulder, wondering if a person had gotten trapped up there. A small creature with colorful

fur and a ringed tail leaped from one of the branches, waving small arms and staring right at

him.“Help! Yes, you, the guy peeking out from behind that boulder. Help me! I don’t wanna



die.”Keith slid behind the boulder again, shaking his head and wondering if he’d lost his mind.

That monkey was very obviously talking to him, but monkeys weren’t supposed to talk, right?A

small ping sounded in his mind, and a moment later, a message scrolled across his

vision.Quest available: Save the dayA monkey has been trapped in a tree. Why don’t you go

rescue it?Difficulty: CRewards: 300 XP, World guide…This quest had been automatically

accepted“Oh, that low-down, devious piece of…,” Keith growled as he realized that The

Trickster had managed to screw him over yet again.The creature had agreed to give him a

world guide, but he had never specified where the guide would be. Leave it to that thing to

make him have to fight for his life to get it.“That guide better be worth it,” Keith muttered as he

cast about for something to use.He currently knew nothing about this creature, so he didn’t

want to risk charging in blindly, especially with those claws and teeth. Not to mention the fact

that the monster had to outweigh him by at least a factor of four.His gaze finally landed on a

small rock with jagged edges. He stooped, lifting it and bouncing it in his palm. Turning, he

peered around the boulder once more, wondering what level this creature was. Although he

didn’t know much about games, he was smart enough to put two and two together.A higher

level meant a stronger opponent.As though answering his question, the creature was suddenly

outlined in purple, and text appeared floating over its head.Snout-Nosed RipperLevel: 2HP:

140/140Several spots of darker purple appeared at the same time, behind its skull, at its throat,

in the joints of the knees, and a spot on its shoulders.For a moment, Keith was confused, up

until he remembered his Tactician and Discerning Eye skills. With those two helping him, this

battle should – in theory – be far easier to complete. Despite this monster being level two, this

quest was still rated with a C difficulty, which meant that the system believed he could easily

beat it.The ripper let out a roar, then reared up on its hind legs and raked the tree with its

claws, eliciting another scream from the monkey.“You don’t want to eat me,” the monkey yelled.

“I’m all fur and bones!”Letting out a breath, Keith spun out from behind the boulder, then threw

the stone, aiming for one of the patches of darker purple on the ripper’s hide.The stone

whizzed through the air and struck the exact spot he’d been aiming for – the back of its

exposed left knee. It seemed his Ranged Mastery skill actually did help, even if it was

something as simple as a thrown rock.The ripper let out a small yelp, and a message popped

up in the corner of Keith’s vision.-12, CriticalThe ripper’s HP bar dipped a bit, removing any

doubt about what that message had just told him. It seemed his hunch had been correct. The

darker spots on the monster’s body were weak points, and seeing as he had bonuses when

striking critical areas, he’d been able to do a fair amount of damage.However, throwing the rock

had the unfortunate side effect of getting the monster’s attention.The ripper shoved itself off the

tree, whirling to face the now-exposed Keith. The small, beady red eyes bore into his own, and

a pair of gleaming fangs, dripping with saliva, poked from its bottom lip.The monster opened its

mouth and let out a roar, then charged right at him. Keith, having faced down many an

opponent on the battlefield, did what any sensible man would do.He turned and ran.His

stamina began falling as soon as he did, and Keith paid careful attention to it. He knew the

monster would be faster than him, so there was really no point in running, but with as much

health as it had, he needed to whittle it down before fighting it head-on.The ripper came

skidding around the boulder, its talon-like claws skittering over the loose stones underfoot, and

Keith winged another stone at its face. This one struck it straight in the eye, causing the

monster to stumble back.-15, CriticalSnout-Nosed Ripper is blinded in one eye.Now that’s

interesting, Keith thought as the monster shook its head. Dark blood streamed from the eye

he’d struck, giving him a huge advantage. So, he did what any sensible person would do in this

situation. He charged right at the monster, stooping to scoop up another stone as he did. He



wanted to approach from its blind side, but a boulder was in his way.The ripper, seeing him

coming, reared up, its hooked talons swiping at his chest. Keith hurled the stone, nailing the

monster’s exposed sensitive area.-30, Massive CriticalSnout-Nosed Ripper is stunned for 5

seconds.Snout-Nosed Ripper will never have children again. I think we all know who the real

monster here is.The ripper let out a horrific squeal, then toppled backward, its body frozen in

place. Keith, still running, reached the monster just as it fell and leaped in the air, bringing his

leg down in a powerful ax-kick right on its skull.In his many lifetimes, he’d practiced all forms of

martial arts – it was likely why his Martial Arts skill was as high as it was – and the result was

quite spectacular. The kick landed with all the force and momentum of his run. A loud crack

echoed over the mountainside as blood sprayed from the point of impact.-40, Massive

CriticalKeith pulled his leg back, and in a single, smooth motion, he dropped to one knee,

driving his fist into the same spot. Warm blood coated his fist as he drove it part-way into the

monster’s skull, earning him another whimper of pain from the creature.-38, Massive

CriticalWith this last attack, Keith saw the monster’s health plummet to the point where there

was just a tiny sliver of red remaining in the HP bar floating above its head. He quickly pulled

his arm up to finish the monster and made the mistake of trying to end the battle without first

checking on the condition of his enemy.With a roar, the ripper leaped to its feet, its talon-like

claws slashing out and tearing a long series of bloody gashes across Keith’s chest. His vision

flashed red for a moment, then a message flashed in the corner of his left eye.-42 damage, you

are bleeding-5 HP per second for the next 5 seconds.The most shocking part about that strike

wasn’t the burning pain in his chest, nor the blood gushing down his torso, nor was it the fact

that his HP started quickly ticking down. No, the most shocking part about that attack was that

the system hadn’t identified it as a ‘critical’ one.This meant that even with his skills – skills that

reduced all taken damage – this monster had shaved away over half his health with a single

attack.The ripper lunged with its mouth open wide, and Keith twisted to one side, just barely

managing to avoid taking an attack head-on.-2 damageKeith’s eyes flicked to his own health

bar, which was now dangerously low, even as it ticked down again, thanks to his bleeding

status. He was too off-balance to strike back. Thankfully, the ripper needed to recover after

missing its attack, turning its head to appraise him with its still-working eye.Keith took a step

back as the monster turned, snout bunched up and growling. While it had taken several critical

attacks to bring the monster to this point, a single attack had nearly done him in.His health

ticked down once more, and the bleeding finally stopped. In total, he had lost a whopping 67

HP from that one attack, and including the grazing attack the ripper had managed to land, he

had 11 health left.I am not going to die just a couple of hours after coming to this world! Keith

thought, squaring his shoulders and preparing for the monster’s next attack.The ripper lunged,

but the instant before it did, Keith saw its muscles tense, giving away the coming attack. Even

as the ripper threw itself forward, claws raking out to end him, Keith dove as well, tucking into a

roll and coming up under the monster.He was in too close to punch as the monster came

down, so he tucked his arm in and drove his elbow up and into the creature’s ribs. A jarring

sensation ran up through his shoulder, and a small -4 flashed before him.Oh, no! Keith thought

as he was driven to the ground, the monster having lived on a single point of health.The wind

was knocked from his lungs, while another damage notification flashed in his vision.-6

damageThe monster writhed around on top of him, trying to get off so that it could attack him

again. From his prone position on his back, Keith didn’t exactly have a great angle and knew he

wouldn’t be dealing much damage.His hand scrabbled around for a few frantic moments as the

monster backed off. A pair of gleaming eyes appeared, just inches from his own, and he felt his

short hair being ruffled by a blast of steaming breath so foul it made his eyes water.The ripper



opened its mouth wide and roared in his face. Keith took the opening and proceeded to jam the

rock he’d found right down its throat.-9, CriticalSnout-Nosed Ripper dies.+75 XPThe monster

let out a gurgling sound, then collapsed sideways, its single good eye rolling up in its bloodied

skull and its body going limp. Keith simply laid there, his chest heaving as he tried to calm

down from his latest near-death experience.4Congratulations! You have completed the quest:

Save the Day.+300 XPLevel Up!Congratulations! You have reached level 2. You have 5 Stat

Points to allocate.Level Up!Congratulations! You have reached level 3. You have 5 Stat Points

to allocate.Keith blinked past the numerous messages that assaulted him and found a small

creature sitting on his chest. It was the monkey that had been crying for help; that much was

obvious, though this had to be the strangest looking monkey Keith had ever seen.Small black

rings surrounded its eyes, making the yellow irises stand out even more than they already did.

It was around a foot tall, with rounded ears, a small mouth, and fur flecked blue, gold, and

black, as though someone had splattered paint all over its otherwise white fur. Its tail was

ringed black and white, like a lemur’s, which was the only part about it that looked

normal.“Heya,” the monkey said, extending a paw. “Thanks for saving my life, pal. Name’s Bob,

but you can call me Robert. Wait, no, I meant that the other way around.”“Uh, sure,” Keith said,

extending a hand. “Name’s Keith.”Bob grasped his finger and shook it a couple of times,

seeming pleased.“Well, seeing as you’re the only sentient being in the immediate area, I take it

that you’re the one I’m supposed to guide. As far as first impressions go, I’d say you did a heck

of a job there, pal.”Bob nodded a few times, as though confirming what he’d just said, before

leaping off his chest and landing on a nearby boulder.“So, you gonna get up? Or are you just

going to keep laying there?”Truthfully, Keith just wanted to stay where he was. His wounds still

ached, and although his HP was slowly ticking up, it was still quite low.“Why was that monster

chasing you?” Keith asked, deciding to stay on the ground for the time being.“Why do monsters

do anything?” Bob asked, rolling his eyes. “It was hungry.”The monkey then looked up to the

sky and shook his little fist.“If someone had done their job right and spawned me in the correct

spot, this wouldn’t have happened!”“Spawned?” Keith asked, unfamiliar with the term.“The

system creates things all the time,” Bob said with a shrug. “I was created for the sole purpose

of guiding you through this world. Spawning is the term used to describe the creation of any

creature on Raiah.”“Are outsiders common in this world?” Keith asked.From what the

messages had been implying, that seemed to be the case.“Oh, yeah,” Bob replied. “People are

showing up here all the time. It’s so common, in fact, that nearly a quarter of the residents here

once lived on a different world.”“The system says you’re a guide,” Keith said. “What exactly can

you do?”“I can do a lot,” Bob said, puffing out his chest. “I can answer any question about the

world, and in far greater detail than the boring system. I can recommend certain quests or

items and even tell you where they might be located. I can give you information on which

classes would be best based on your skills, as well as how to grow. In other words, I’m

awesome.”“But you can’t fight,” Keith said, pushing himself into a sitting position.“I am what you

might call a ‘non-combat entity,’” Bob said, making quotes in the air. “In other words, while I can

help you, I myself am helpless when it comes to fighting. Would you give me permission to

view your status?”The sudden change in topic might have been a bit jarring to a normal

person, but having dealt with all types of strange people over his many lifetimes, Keith was

barely fazed.“You need permission?” Keith asked.“I wouldn’t be asking if I didn’t,” Bob

replied.“Okay then,” Keith said. “I give you permission to view my status.”If Bob was going to

guide him through this world, it could only be to his benefit if the odd creature could see what

he was working with.Speaking of which.Keith concentrated on the monkey and tried to see his

information, just as he had with the monster he’d battled.Bob (Robert): World GuideLevel: 3HP:



68/80“Is your level and health the same as mine?” Keith asked, noting the similarity straight

away.“Uh-huh,” Bob said, sounding distracted. “If you die, I die. So, try not to. I’ve only been

alive for a few hours, and I quite like it. Holy cannoli! What the hell kind of monster are

you?”Keith stared at the monkey, feeling a bit worried.“Is something wrong?” he asked.“Is

something wrong?” the monkey asked, looking to him with wide eyes. “I’ve never seen

someone at your level with such high skills.”“To be fair,” Keith said. “I’m technically the only

person you’ve ever met.”“You know what I mean,” Bob said, waving him off – the monkey

seemed quite pleased. “I was afraid I’d get a complete weakling noob! However, it seems that

ARK has had mercy after all. Sure, you almost died in your first fight, but that was because you

had no armor or active skills. Speaking of, you should have some active skills available to you

after that fight. You should check.”“Okay,” Keith said, not having understood even half of what

the monkey had just said. “How do I do that?”“Here,” Bob said. “Since you gave me

permissions, I can pull it up for you.”As soon as the monkey finished talking, a new series of

messages appeared before him, this time, contained in a neat, white box.New active skills

available: Stonestance, Brutal RainStonestanceYour body becomes as tough as stoneCost: 20

STADamage: 6-10Armor: +15%Duration: 10 SecondsBrutal RainInflict a punishing series of

blowsCost: 40 STADamage: 12-16After reading the two over, Keith looked to his guide.“I can

understand how the first would be a skill, but how would the second differ from a normal series

of attacks? Also, it seems to me that my ordinary attacks would do more damage without me

having to pay to use them.”“Firstly,” Bob said. “The second attack, Brutal Rain, likely has an

effect that we can’t yet see. The system does not offer active skills that can be performed

without the aid of said skill. Secondly, what you see is only the base damage of the skill. That

means that whatever bonuses your passive skills give you will be added on to

these.“Additionally, while that last monster might have been easy to beat, I can assure you that

there are monsters that are far tougher. Trust me when I say that you’ll be grateful to have

them.”“How can I learn these skills then?” Keith asked, thinking that the added damage

couldn’t hurt.A new message popped up before his eyes.You have learned the active skills:

Stonestance and Brutal Rain“Well, that was easier than I expected,” Keith said, blinking away

the message. “How do I use them?”The passive skills were easy enough, as they worked in the

background, but these active ones would obviously require some sort of trigger, or they would

sap his stamina away until he had nothing left.“Easy,” Bob said, hopping onto his shoulder as

Keith stood, his wounds having completely healed – which he considered to be quite

miraculous. “Just think about activating the skill, and the system will do the rest. Now, I would

be happy to answer more questions, but I can see that you’ve got an active quest with less

than two hours left to complete. So, I recommend we get a move-on.”“Probably a good idea,”

Keith said.It was starting to get noticeably colder as the time passed, and with his only shirt

now in tatters, he didn’t think things would be getting much better.“Can you tell me where the

nearest town is?” he asked.“Of course I can!” Bob said, puffing his chest out. “Follow my lead,

and we’ll be there with time to spare!”Keith had barely started walking when the monkey yelled

for him to wait.“What is it?” Keith asked, instantly alert, afraid that another monster might be

nearby.“You forgot to loot the corpse!” Bob exclaimed.“What?” he asked, now very

confused.“The monster corpse,” Bob said. “Go back. It’ll have valuable materials that can be

used for all kinds of things!”Keith had done far more disgusting things than skinning an animal

in his many lifetimes, so he took the monkey’s advice and went over to loot the ripper’s corpse.

It smelled far worse than Keith remembered, and his nose wrinkled in response.He crouched,

casting about for a sharp rock so that he might skin the creature, when Bob interrupted.“You

don’t need to physically skin it,” the monkey said, making a disgusted face. “Just place your



hand on the monster and think the word ‘loot.’”Keith did as instructed and was greeted by a

new message.Snout-Nosed Ripper has been successfully looted.You have received: 3 Ripper

claws, 3 Ripper ribs, Ripper pelt & Ripper spineThe monster shimmered for a moment, then

vanished, leaving a small pool of blood in its wake.“What just happened?” Keith asked. “Also,

the system says I got a bunch of items, but I don’t see any of them.”“The monster was looted,

so it disappeared. The system can’t just have random monster corpses everywhere. The world

would get cluttered. As for the items, they were all automatically sent to your inventory. Just

think the word ‘inventory’ to access them. Best do it while we’re walking, though. We’ve already

wasted enough time.”Keith let out a sigh, then rose to his feet. Bob might be helpful, but he

would soon need to put him in his place. After all, he couldn’t spend the next who knew how

long being ordered around by a monkey.5The wind picked up as Keith headed deeper into the

mountains, his tattered shirt doing little to keep the cold at bay. Bob had seemingly decided

that he was a suitable mode of transportation as he settled onto Keith’s shoulder, curling his

fluffy tail around his neck. Keith now moved at a quick jog, filtering through the monkey’s

incessant chattering, picking out what was useful and ignoring the rest.“You know, if you want

to move faster or add to your stamina, you should probably allocate those stat points you got

when you leveled up,” Bob suggested after they’d been traveling for nearly half an hour.Keith

felt like smacking himself for not realizing this sooner. However, he consoled himself with the

knowledge that he’d been distracted by the monkey, as well as what had been going on in the

world around him.He pulled up his status and looked over his stats, taking note of the ones he

wanted most to increase. His strength could always use a boost, as could his agility, but both

endurance and vitality were important as well.“How do people decide where to put their stat

points if they only get five per level?” Keith asked.“Most people would only focus on adding to

two or three stats at the most,” Bob said. “Trying to spread yourself too thin will lead to a build

that is ultimately average in everything. However, it’s also important to note that you can boost

your stats with items. Additionally, a class automatically awards stat points to specific stats with

every level you gain.”“So, if I wanted to be a hand-to-hand fighter who wears light to medium

armor,” Keith said, “where would I put my points now?”“Firstly, I have to say that fighting

monsters bare-handed is probably not a good idea,” Bob said. “While you do have a high

Martial Arts skill, bare-handed fighting is normally best against those of similar size or stature.

Why don’t you pick up a sword? You have a pretty good skill level in bladed weapons, and I’m

sure that with just a little training, you can bring the skill up to master level.”“Out of the

question,” Keith said, immediately dismissing the monkey’s idea. “I refuse to use bladed

weapons, and that’s final.”“You’re a stubborn one, aren’t you?” Bob said, sticking his face right

in one of Keith’s eyes and obscuring his vision. “Alright then. How about a bow or something

similar? You seemed to do pretty well with those rocks earlier.”“I will fight bare-handed,” Keith

reiterated.“Any reason you have this strange fixation on beating things to death with your bare

hands?” Bob asked.“No one can disarm me unless they literally disarm me,” Keith replied.

“Weapons have cost me in the past, and I refuse to repeat that mistake.”
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does it again in this fantastic beginning! I can't wait to see how kieth does it”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome new series. If you read RTO and Buryoku, you'll love this. It

takes some of the best parts of both books and adds a little extra.A great addition to the

Osterverse.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Smashing! ....and more smashing loved it. If you want to pick up a book

that will captivate your attention and keep you facinated to the very end this is the one. Nice

work Aaron i hope your busy writing i want more....Woz”

kgmcupz, “Fun read. Its good, doesn't really mince words or try to be over complicated in how

the game elements of the world work.”

The book by Aaron Oster has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 750 people have provided feedback.
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